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Abstract. The orphan drug certification process from the European committee is
depending on experts opinions that it is not similar to any other drug, this stage is
very complicated and those opinions differ based on the expertise. So, this paper
introduces computational model that gives one accurate probability of similarity,
using multiple fingerprints measurements to similarity, and fuse these measurements by data fusion rules, that give one probability of similarity helping experts
to determine that drug is similar to existing anyone or not.
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Introduction

The development of a new drug from discovery to registration is a challenging, timeconsuming and cost-intensive process [9], [10]. The consuming of the time and cost
in design a new drug is reasonable if this is drug used in therapy of dangerous or orphan disease. Computational techniques contributed in finding alternatives to medical
to medicinal chemistry experiments for studying a lot of chemical trends [9]. The work
with rare diseases needs a lot of interest in development more than normal diseases.
The drugs that can be process with rare diseases has a name is orphan drugs [15]. An
orphan drug is a medicine that has been developed specifically to treat a rare medical
condition. These medical conditions are normally referred to as rare diseases and there
is much current interest in the development of orphan drugs for the treatment of such
diseases [10].
An orphan drug has been got the certification from European committee as orphan
drug; no similar drug can be brought to the European market for a period of ten years
[10]. One of the most techniques that used in detect structure similarity is Similarity
searching. It is techniques for ligand-based virtual screening [7][10]. There are three
components that any similarity measure depend on (i) the representation that is used to
describe each of the structures. (ii) Weighting scheme. (iii) Similarity coefficient [24, 3,
21]. There is no similarity measure has optimal solution, so we need to use more than
one [16, 22].

Using the 2D fingerprint methods to support the assessment of structural similarity
in orphan drug [10], Willett, Peter [27] described the use of supervised fusion rules and
techniques in cheminformatics to solve the similarity problem. It first found application
in similarity fusion, where a single reference structure is searched using different similarity measures; it has been extended to encompass multiple reference structures, this
group fusion approach normally being noticeably superior to similarity fusion. Both
approaches can benefit from the availability of training data linking similarity scores
and probabilities of activity, but unsupervised fusion rules are available that enables effective searches to be carried out even in the absence of such data. Given the general
success of data fusion, it is natural to seek a satisfactory theoretical description of the
approach that could yield further improvements in screening effectiveness [27].
Fingerprint-based measures of similarity can be used to assess the structural novelty of molecules that are being submitted for consideration as new medicines for rare
diseases. The results obtained by Willett, Peter [10] here demonstrate clearly that simple 2D fingerprint representations, provide measures of structural similarity that mimic
closely the judgments of experts, using both training-set, molecule-pairs extracted from
Drug Bank and test-set molecule-pairs typical of the work of the CHMP. This is so despite the fact that the two sets of molecules are rather different in character.
For every structure there is more than one measure, so in this study we will introduce to give use on accurate similarity that is Data fusion. Data fusion is the name given
to a body of techniques that combine multiple sources of data into a single source, with
the expectation that the resulting fused source will be more informative than will the
individual input sources [27]. Data fusion has been widely used as way of enhancing
the effectiveness of similarity-based virtual screening [7][10]. A fusion rule takes as
input n(n ≥ 2)sets of Nsimilarities or ranks and produces as output a single such set,
normally as a ranked list from which the top-ranked database structures can be selected
for further analysis. Fusion rules can either be unsupervised, meaning that the fusion
rule operates directly on the similarity or rank information, or supervised, meaning that
an additional training procedure is required [27][7].
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discuss the problem definition. Section 3 presents the proposed approach. Section 4 presents the experimental
result. Finally, Section 5 addresses conclusions.
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Problem discussion

In the European Union, medicines are authorized for some rare disease only if they are
judged to be dissimilar to authorized orphan drugs for that disease. When a company
applies to register a new medicine for an indication that has already been granted for an
orphan medicine, it is the responsibility of the EMA’s Committee for Orphan Medicinal Products (COMP) to decide if the new drug is indeed similar to an existing orphan
drug, with an application being successful only when the COMP decides that this is not
the case. To date, the evaluations carried out by the COMP have been based largely on

human judgments of similarity [10, 17].
Using manual system to measure the similarity of drugs gives a low level of efficiency and need more and more time. From previous related work that using some of
finger similarity coefficients to measure the similarity gives limited results that can’t
be help the chemist to take a final right decision. In addition if change some similarity
measurements, the decision of chemist change, so we need to one verified output that
represent more than one of similarity measurements that can help to build computational model to predict the probability of similarity to drugs and can be useful for data
generalization. There are considerable differences between individual chemists in decision making that lead to do more efforts to reach a final decision about drug authority.
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3.1

Orphan drug legislation with data fusion rules algorithm
Fingerprints measurements

In this study, we used a similarity measures for comparing chemical structures represented by means of fingerprints are (Dice, Tanimoto, Cosine, Kaczynski, McConnaughey)
for (’ECFP6’, ’MACCS’, ’FCFP6’, ’AVALON’, ’RDK7’, ’RDK6’, RDK5’, ’HASHAP’,
’HASHTT’ ) fingerprints for measuring the similarity of Data set of orphan drug.
These fingerprints ranked by Sereina R. in his study [19] [4]. Circular fingerprints
were developed more recently [28], and encode circular atom environments up to a
certain bond radius from the central atom. There are four type of circular fingerprints
extended-connectivity bit string (ECFP), extended connectivity count vector (ECFC),
feature-connectivity bit string (FCFP) and feature-connectivity count vector (FCFC) ,
i.e. ECFP4, ECFC4, FCFP4 and FCFC4, as well as ECFP6 were compared. [28]. All
fingerprints were calculated using the RDKit [19]. The RDKit fingerprint, a relative of
the well-known Daylight fingerprint [13], is another topological descriptor.

3.2

Data fusion rules

Using Data fusion rules to give one probability of similarity to molecules is a methodology to solve the problem of more than one probability to the same structure similarity.
Examples of such arithmetic fusion rules are shown in Figure 3 where, as before, dj denotes the jth database structure and where there are n sets of similarity scores or ranks
to be fused (when considering these rules, it should be remembered that a large similarity score, e.g., 0.95 for a Tanimoto coefficient, will correspond to a small rank, i.e., at
or near to the top of a ranked list) [27]. Algorithm (1) explain the solution path to the
problem and how we can use fusion rules.

Define NOD = 2 {No. of drugs.}
Define NOF = 6 {No. of fingerprints measurements.}
Define NOM = 100 {No. of molecules.}
Define PS(u, v) {probability of similarity with authorized drug u and new drug v.}
Loop to NOF
PS(u, v) = MACCS fingerprint(authorized drug, new drug)
for i = 1 to N do
for j = 1 to N do
Compute the similarity si(d j) for the j − th database-structure using the i − th
similarity scoring function.
end for
for j = 1 to N do
Use function rule F to combine the set of scores nsi(d j) the j − th
database-structure to gives its fused score, FS j.
Rank the database in descending order of the fused scores FS j [10].
end for
end for
Algorithm 1: Fusion rule algorithm
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Experiments and discussion

The data that used in as a training set form DrugBank [3] with 100 molecule-pairs that
compare between molecules structure of authorized drug A and molecules structure
of new drug B with chemist opinion about molecules similarity that shown in Table
(1). There are a lot of fingerprint algorithms with differences performance and no one
is the best [25, 14]. In this study we use multiple actives as query molecules together
with some kind of data fusion [19]. The benchmarking platform presented in this paper
uses the RDKit [14], an open-source cheminformatics toolkit made available under the
permissive Berkeley Software Distribution (BSD) license [19].

There are some results in Table (2) of fingerprints (ECFP6, MACCS, RDK7, and
HASHAP). It includes the chemist opinion with acceptance and refusal for the similarity between molecules in authorized drug, and the molecules of new drug, in addition
to the probability of similarity that calculated by fingerprint algorithms. These results
show a lot of difference of similarity measurements [23, 8] from fingerprint to another
that will be hard to study for chemist in the decision making process.
We can simulate the results from ECFP6 fingerprint, and compare similarity with
the chemist opinion in Figure 1, that shows differences in these similarity like number
(4,5) the probability of similarity from ECFP6 fingerprint is larger than chemist yes
opinion, and in number (1,3,7) the chemist yes opinion is larger than the probability of
similarity that was calculated by the fingerprint. In Figure (2), the differences is smaller
than in Figure (1), but there are some undesired results like numbers (4,8,9).

Table 1: Molecules structure representation [3]
Molecule A

Molecule B

Chemist yes opinion Chemist No opinion

0.46

0.54

0.31

0.69

0.78

0.22

Fig. 1: Correlation between yes and similarity using ECFP6 Fingerprint

Table 2: Probability of similarity for
some fingerprint techniques and similarity measures.
Fingerprint technique

ECFP6

MACCS

RDK7

HASHAP

Chemist Yes
opinion

Chemist No
opinion

0.70
0.41
0.98
0.14
0.12
0.56
0.93
0.10
0.33
0.96
0.70
0.41
0.98
0.14
0.12
0.56
0.93
0.10
0.33
0.96
0.70
0.41
0.98
0.14
0.12
0.56
0.93
0.10
0.33
0.96
0.70
0.41
0.98
0.14
0.12
0.56
0.93
0.10
0.33
0.96

0.29
0.58
0.01
0.85
0.87
0.43
0.06
0.89
0.66
0.03
0.29
0.58
0.01
0.85
0.87
0.43
0.06
0.89
0.66
0.03
0.29
0.58
0.01
0.85
0.87
0.43
0.06
0.89
0.66
0.03
0.29
0.58
0.01
0.85
0.87
0.43
0.06
0.89
0.66
0.03

Probability of
similarity calculated by
fingerprint
0.55
0.42
0.82
0.30
0.52
0.41
0.78
0.43
0.51
0.81
0.75
0.44
0.95
0.58
0.40
0.42
0.83
0.34
0.62
0.80
0.57
0.60
0.81
0.39
0.42
0.42
0.80
0.48
0.59
0.80
0.63
0.43
0.79
0.19
0.39
0.48
0.81
0.39
0.67
0.77

From Table (3), the first two rules, MAX and MIN, involve assigning a database
structured j a score that is the maximum, or the minimum, similarity that it has achieved

Fig. 2: Correlation between yes and similarity using MACCS Fingerprint
Table 3: Fusion rules
Fusion Rule Name
MAX
MIN
SUM
MED

Equation
max{S1 (d j ), S2 (d j ) . . . Si (d j ) . . . Sn (d j )}
min{S1 (d j ), S2 (d j ) . . . Si (d j ) . . . Sn (d j )}
1 N
N ∑i=1 Si (d j )
med{S1 (d j ), S2 (d j ) . . . Si (d j ) . . . Sn (d j )}

in the complete set of n similarity searches. The next two rules compute average scores:
SUM is the arithmetic mean of the individual scores (or equivalently the arithmetic
sum of them), while MED eschews the mean in favor of the median; the geometric
or harmonic means might also be used for this purpose. Virtual screening often uses
some cutoff similarity or rank position, with only those molecules above this threshold
(e.g., the top-1% of the ranking) being passed on for further processing, this essentially
meaning that all database structures below the threshold are assigned a score of zero.
Let p (p ≤ n) is the number of such nonzero similarity scores for a database structure; then the rules ANZ and MNZ are obtained by multiplying SUM by either 1/p or
p, respectively, so that these rules focus on database structures that occur frequently
above the threshold. The EUC rule views the set of similarity scores for each database
structure as an n-dimensional vector and, then, computes the Euclidean norm for the
vector [27].

Now, we have unique probability of similarity for every compound that be shown table3
that describe chemist opinion and data fusion rules output of the probability of similar-

Table 4: Unique probability of similarity using Data fusion rules.
Chemist yes
opinion
0.70
0.41
0.98
0.14
0.12
0.56
0.93
0.10
0.33
0.96

Chemist no
opinion
0.29
0.58
0.01
0.85
0.87
0.43
0.06
0.89
0.66
0.03

SUM Fusion
Rule
0.69
0.48
0.91
0.15
0.17
0.53
0.86
0.19
0.36
0.93

MED Fusion
Rule
0.63
0.43
0.81
0.39
0.42
0.42
0.81
0.37
0.62
0.80

Max Fusion
Rule
0.75
0.60
0.95
0.58
0.52
0.48
0.83
0.43
0.67
0.80

ity between molecules structure similarity. There are three fusion rules in Table (3) that
show one of probability of similarity between molecules structure of authorized and
new drugs. We found that SUM rule give probability of similarity is closer to chemist
yes opinion than MED and MAX as shown in Table (4).

Fig. 3: Correlation between yes and similarity using SUM fusion rule.

Figure (4) and Figure (5) show the correlation between chemist yes opinion and the
probability of similarity that calculated by fusion rule, and we can note that the results

Fig. 4: Correlation between yes and similarity using MED fusion rule.

from SUM rule in Figure (4) is better than the result of MED rule in Figure (5), so in
this paper we use SUM rule to detect the similarity of molecule-pairs in two drugs.
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Conclusions

In this paper, we introduce a solution to the differences in similarity measurements of
fingerprint algorithms and how these differences cause to the chemist some difficulty
in the decision making process. We used fusion rules to solve and give the chemist an
accurate probability of similarity to molecule-pairs structure in authorized drug, and
new drug that needs to take a legislation to be shared in market.
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